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a b s t r a c t

A real-time digital time-stamp sorting algorithm used in the In-Beam positron emission tomography (In-
Beam PET) is presented. The algorithm is operated in the field programmable gate array (FPGA) and a
small amount of registers, MUX and memory cells are used. It is developed for sorting the data of
annihilation event from front-end circuits, so as to identify the coincidence events efficiently in a large
amount of data. In the In-Beam PET, each annihilation event is detected by the detector array and
digitized by the analog to digital converter (ADC) in Data Acquisition Unit (DAQU), with a resolution of 14
bits and sampling rate of 50 MS/s. Test and preliminary operation have been implemented, it can perform
a sorting operation under the event count rate up to 1 MHz per channel, and support four channels in
total, count rate up to 4 MHz. The performance of this algorithm has been verified by pulse generator and
22Na radiation source, which can sort the events with chaotic order into chronological order completely.
The application of this algorithm provides not only an efficient solution for selection of coincidence
events, but also a design of electronic circuit with a small-scale structure.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Heavy ion therapy is considered as one of ideal radiotherapy
method in the treatment of cancer for its unique physical and
biological characteristics. In order to implement an in-vivo and
non-invasive monitoring of the treatment dose distribution, and
verification of beam position and dose, An In-beam positron
emission tomography (In-beam PET) system located on the beam
line and at the treatment site is developed for the Heavy-Ion cancer
Therapy Device (HICTD), which has been carried out by the Insti-
tute of Modern Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (IMP-
CAS) [1e3].

PET is a diagnostic system based on the molecular imaging
technology, an observing of metabolic activity in vivo can be
s, Chinese Academy of Sciences, La
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performed with it [4e9]. Present, it has been widely used in the
diagnosis, condition judgment, efficacy evaluation of cancer and
other diseases. The identification method for coincidence events
generated from positron-electron annihilation events at the irra-
diation area in ion beam therapy is one of key techniques, which is
used for extraction of valid information, particle energy, time, po-
sition, etc [10,11]. The identification method and electronics
employed in general PET system operating under the relative lowor
medium count rate are challenged by the requirements of real-time
and low cost for the coincidence and identification system utilized
in In-beam PET.

There are two main implementation methods for traditional
coincidence system, one is based on the AND gate, called AND-gate
based architecture; another is based on the time-stamp technique,
nzhou, 730000, China.
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called time-stamp based architecture. The former has been widely
used in coincidence system recently as its lower cost and high ef-
ficiency. However, it is highly sensitive to the scale and structure of
the front-end electronics (FEEs), the application flexibility of this
method is limited as the geometric scale of customized FEEs [12].
The Time-stamp based architecture is gathering more attention
lately, especially in the application of fully digital system with
multiple channels and high count rate. At this situation, the data of
all events detected from per channel is recorded, and then, the
postpone coincidence identification processing could be done in
host computer with the data from all channels.

A new digital sorting algorithm based on the time-stamp tech-
nique is presented in this paper, which is developed for the Data
Acquisition Unit (DAQU) of In-beam PET. This sorting algorithm can
effectively sort all events needed to be rearrange in chronological
order, and makes it easy to choose the coincidence events in a valid
time window. An ideal processing method is supplied for identi-
fying coincidence events in a real time system [13], and performing
the sorting of events under high count rate. The sorting method has
been developed successfully based on a FPGA. The preliminary
experimental verification shows that the digital sorting algorithm
can effectively perform the events sorting and coincidence events
identification in real time in the In-Beam PET of HICTD.
2. Description of system

As shown in Fig. 1, the prototype of In-Beam PET system consists
of two parts, a fast scintillation detector, and a high performance
readout electronics system. The detector part consists of four de-
tector units (DUs), and readout electronics system contains four
Data Acquisition Units (DAQUs). The Data Acquisition Unit (DAQU)
is the core part of readout electronics system. DAQU is mainly
composed of the pre-processing circuits for energy signals, the pre-
processing circuits for timing signal, analog to digital convertors
(ADCs), time to digital convertors (TDCs) designed based on a FPGA,
and some digital signal processing algorithms loaded in the FPGA
[14e17]. The linear sorting algorithm is a main algorithms for
coincidence discrimination.

DUs in the prototype of In-Beam PET system are the detector
arrays, which have been employed for detecting the gamma rays
radiating from positron annihilation. Each DU is made up of four
crystal blocks, and each crystal block is composed of 22 � 22 LYSO
crystals with the dimension of 2 mm � 2 mm � 15 mm. An 8 � 8
Fig. 1. The block-diagram of proto
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multi-anode position sensitive photomultiplier tube (PSPMT) is
coupled with each crystal block, and a DPC (discretized positioning
circuit, DPC) circuit is matched to PSPMT to reduce its 64 outputs to
4 outputs as energy signal outputs (named as E output) [18e20].
Another signal from the last dynode of PSPMT (named as T output)
is used for time measurement. E outputs are digitized by the ADCs
in DAQU, and T output is processed by the TDC module in FPGA.
Digitized energy signals and time signal from each DU are pro-
cessed and organized into an event data frame in a fixed frame
format, which is also stamped with a time-stamp under 100 MHz
system clock. The linear sorting algorithm developed by us acquires
these event data frames from all DUs, and sorts them according to
the timestamps [21,22]. Then the sorted event stream is provided
for a fast identification of the g-ray pairs generated by the annihi-
lation event during the time window configured, and further the
image reconstruction of In-Beam PET online is supported.

3. Schematic and implement

In readout electronics of In-Beam PET, it is an ideal situation for
real-time coincidence that the data frames of events are output in
chronological order. However, the energy measurement and time
extraction for each event are performed by electronics channels of
DAQU individually. After signal processing, digitizing, data pack-
aging and multiplexing output, the data frames of events detected
by the DU can't be sent out from DAQU in chronological order of
occurrence strictly, especially in the situation of high count rate.
Therefore, the improved linear sorting algorithm is implemented
for the ordering correction in In-Beam PET, which is benefit for
identification of the effective coincidence events online under high
event count rate.

3.1. Design architecture of sorting algorithm

Considering the multi-channel accessing in DAQU, the sorting
algorithm with two levels is implemented, shown as Fig. 2.

A token ring structure is adopted as the first level, which ac-
cesses sequentially to each processing channel of the front-end in
DAQU, and outputs the event data in the principle of first in first
out. The token ring structure is used in our design to access
different channels. The token is generated when at least one First
Input First Output (FIFO) is not empty in channels, it comes out
from the tokenmanager circuit and starts to travel in the ring. Once
type of In-Beam PET system.



Fig. 2. Architecture of sorting algorithm.
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the token accesses one channel which contains data, it stops and
reads the data from FIFO of this channel. Then, at the next read out
cycle, it goes on and stops at the next channel where there is data
also. If there is none channel which has data, the token returns to
the manager. When the token manager recognizes the condition,
i.e. at least one FIFO has data, it restarts this procedure and repeats
all the steps mentioned above. Therefore, the multiple inputs are
converted into one channel data stream by the token ring.

Linear sorting architecture is utilized as the second level. As
shown in Fig. 2, it is mainly composed of package extract module,
timestamp analysis module, and linear sorter module. At this level,
the data stream from the first level is sorted in real time by the
sequential caching, the schematic of this method is shown in Fig. 3.

When a new event data enters linear sorting unit, its timestamp
information is extracted by the package extract module. Then,
timestamp of the new event is analyzed by the timestamp analysis
module and compared with time stamp of each event in the cache,
and a feature vector corresponding to the caching sequence is
Fig. 3. Schematic of line
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obtained. The feature vector is a judgment basis for sorting the
events, it is gotten by comparing the timestamp of the new event
and the timestamps of the events in the cache. Both the refresh
action in time-stamp cache and event cache are controlled by the
same feature vector. As the events in cache are arranged sequen-
tially, here arranged in a monotonous decrease sequence from left
to right, the cache and corresponding feature vectors have the
following characteristics:

As shown in Fig. 3, the events (Ei, i ¼ 1e16) in Event Cache have
the corresponding timestamps (Si, i ¼ 1e16) arranged in Time-
stamp Cache. The events with the timestamps larger or equal than
the timestamp of new event (Sin), are concentrated on the left side,
the corresponding vector value is set to ‘1’, and the events with
smaller timestamps are concentrated on the right side accordingly,
the vector value is set to ‘0’. Since the timestamp is arranged to
decrease monotonically, the event at most right end of cache is
event with the smallest timestamp.

According to the feature vector, the position of the new event in
ar sorting method.
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the cache can be determined, the new event and its timestamp are
inserted into Event Cache and timestamp cache and the event with
smallest timestamp in the cache is output with the shift operation,
meanwhile the reorganization of the event and timestamp
sequence in cache are completed. As an example shown in Fig. 3, it
can be judged that the new event Sin generated before S9 and after
S8, its position in the Timestamp Cache should be between S9 and
S8. Correspondingly, the data of new event is plugged in position
between E9 and E8 in Event Cache. All events with a vector value of
‘0' (S8, S7, …, S1) in the cache are shifted to the right by one cache
unit synchronously, while events with a vector value of ‘1' (S16, S15,
…, S9) are remained in its place, the vacated cache unit is used for
placing the new event. At the same time, the minimum event
timestamp S1 is shifted to right and an overflow is generated,
which is used as a cache output and employed for subsequent
coincidence identification.

The single processing cycle of the linear sorting algorithm
mainly depends on the inherent operating time of combine logic for
comparing the timestamps of new input event and events in cache.
The rearrangement of the event sequence can be performed syn-
chronously with input of the new event in this design, the unnec-
essary time overhead is avoided.

3.2. Implementation of linear sorting algorithm

In the design of DAQU of In-Beam PET, as the data width of
transmission is 16 bits between the FPGA and the host computer
through the Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) interface, as a result,
18 clocks are required for transmitting one frame of datawith 18*16
bits. In the design of sorting method, an online data sorting without
dead time can be achieved by utilizing the time of data trans-
mission. The principle structure of the real-time sorting algorithm
used in DAQU is shown in Fig. 4.

When a frame of data enters the shift register group, the shift
register group performs the identification of the data packet by
counting the header, tail and packet length, also extracts the
timestamps as well. During the data packet is confirmed, mean-
while, the timestamp comparison between the new events and the
events in cache is started. Since the timestamp length is 64 bits,
Fig. 4. Principle structure of the real-
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20e30 ns of inherent time is needed for the combine logic running
of comparison module in the actual test. The data packet is pro-
cessed in three clocks in the design. As long as the recovery and
reorganization of Timestamp Cache is completed before the next
data packet arriving, the next sorting can be guaranteed to be
executed normally. After three clock periods, the time relationship
of new entering event and events already existing in cache can be
determined by judging the Feature Vector generated. As mentioned
above, the event with a timestamp that is larger than the time-
stamp of new event is remained in its original position in cache, the
all events with the timestamps that are smaller than the timestamp
of new event are shifted by one cache unit synchronously, the event
with smallest timestamp is output, and the new event is inserted
into the empty unit in cache, now, the sorting and cache refresh are
completed.

For the sorting of timestamps can be completed as soon as
possible, the registers are employed to store the timestamp infor-
mation in the design. Thus, the sequence recovery of timestamps
can be completed in one clock after the Feature Vector generated.

Because a complete data packet of the event in DAQU is rela-
tively large, a cache with the memory structure is adopted to store
the event data so as to reduce the utilization quantity of registers.
The memory width is 16 bits, the depth is equal to the packet
length, and the address corresponds to the format sequence of
packet. When Feature Vector arrives, the value of Vector is used to
determinewhich RAMneeds to be read andwritten. All RAMblocks
share the same address for reading andwriting. The RAM is used for
the new event, when the header of data package of the new event is
imported, at the same time, the original data of the current address
is read out and written to the corresponding address in the next-
level RAM. For the RAM where the shift operation is needed to be
performed, when the data is written in the corresponding address,
meanwhile, original data in this address is read out first, then, the
data shift operation in each RAM can be completed simultaneously
within a clock. The data in each address of RAM is transferred
sequentially by the shift operation, with entering of the new data,
the update and reorganization of the event cache, and output of
event data with minimum timestamp is completed synchronously.
time sorting algorithm in DAQU.



Fig. 5. Performance verification of no sorting vs. sorting in DAQU.
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4. Experiment and test

In order to analysis and evaluate the application performance of
this sorting algorithm, some verification experiments have been
implemented under the conditions of utilizing the digital signal
source and radioactive source. The data unsorted and the data
sorted from DAQU were collected by the host computer and dealt
with MATLAB process tool. The count rate, sorting function and
real-time performance of the linear sorting algorithm have been
acquired.

4.1. Sorting performance test

As shown in Fig. 5, for the sake of the evaluation of the sorting
performance of linear sorting algorithm, the data fromDAQUwhich
are unsorted and the data fromDAQUwhich are sorted are acquired
and compared under the condition of 10 kHz event rate using a
digital pulse generator. The events with wrong ordering in data
package under two modes (i.e. unsorted and sorted) are counted
up, the gray bar in Fig. 5 is the total event count and the black bar is
the statistics of the event in error list. According to analysis, the
error events has occupied up to 38.01% of the whole event volume
under the un-sorting mode as shown at the left of Fig. 5. The higher
error rate is badly for the coincidence event selection. As shown at
the right of Fig. 5, there is not error count after the sorting algo-
rithm is adopted in DAQU. The problem, appearing events with
wrong ordering, can be avoided.
Fig. 6. Relationship curves between event count and the ti
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4.2. Characteristics of count rate

This linear sorting algorithm, loaded in 4 channels of DAQU, is
checked at different event rates from 1 kHz to 1 MHz per channel
for evaluating its performance. The total number of the events
received in each test are 6.5 � 106 events. The count rate charac-
teristics of each channel are compared under two modes, i.e. using
sorting algorithm or without sorting algorithm, utilizing a digital
pulse generator. The relationship curves between event count and
the time spent at four different count rates, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz
and 1 MHz are presented in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6.a, because there is not sorting algorithm used
in data processing, the wrong ordering events appears, the error
rate is above 40%. In fact, for a data processing system without
sorting algorithm, the values of error rate gotten from the tests of
different times vary randomly in the range of 27%e47% under the
input signals with the frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz in our
experiments. The curves are thickened to indicate that the data of
events with wrong ordering are included in the curves. Other, the
relationship curves of event count and the time spent are given in
Fig. 6.b, as the sorting algorithm is used in data processing here,
there is no an error detected, it means that an error rate of 0.0% is
gained in this situation. The detail test results got under twomodes
are given in Table 1. The results show that the linear sorting algo-
rithm features the excellent capability, it can support the sorting
processing at a high count rate up to 1 MHz for each channel of
DAQU.
4.3. Combine logic delay

In this design, as the width of timestamp used in the DAQU is 64
bits, the running of the combine logic for timestamp comparison
will bring in an inherent delay time. An illustration diagram is given
in Fig. 7. The multi-period path constraint method on a single clock
domain is applied in this design to meet the requirement of getting
the optimum logic delay time. The evaluation test of the valid
combine logic delay of comparator has been performed. The data is
read out after one period, two periods, and three periods separately
after starting the combine logic of timestamp comparator. The
sorting results gained through different period paths are showed in
Table 2. The experiment results got via the three periods
(clk ¼ 100 MHz) path constraint have a lowest error event rate. In
other words, 3-period path constraint is required for the compar-
ator logic, which can avoid the error of metastability.
me spent in no sorting (a) and sorting (b) DAQU test.



Table 1
The test results got under two modes (No Sorting and sorting).

Test Module Test index 1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz

No sorting Total event Count in 4 channel DAQU 6553590 6553590 6553590 6553590
Count for error list event 2773364 3052779 3067903 3069900
The error rate 42.32% 46.59% 46.82% 46.85%

Sorting Total event Count in 4 channel DAQU 6553590 6553590 6553590 6553590
Count for error list event 0 0 0 0
The error rate 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Fig. 7. The illustration diagram for the test of the combine logic delay of comparator.

Table 2
Evaluation of the valid combine logic delay of comparator.

Delay Period: N Error Event Rate Access

1 * period 2.56% No
2 * period 0.03% No
3 * period 0.0% Acceptable
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4.4. Application test with radioactive source

After performing the test with a pulse generator, the linear
sorting algorithm is also verified with the 22Na radioactive source,
its count rate is 73.28 kcps. And also a comparison has been done
with the measure results gained without sorting algorithm used in
system. As shown in Fig. 8, the left bar is the analysis result without
sorting algorithm in DAQU, the test results show that the events
with wrong ordering is up to 58.38 k counts in total volume of event
counts of 130 k counts, the error event rate reaches 44.9%. The right
bar indicates the result from the DAQUwhere the sorting algorithm
is used, there is not the event with wrong ordering found, and the
error event rate is 0.0%.

After that, it is evaluated that the effect of selecting the
Fig. 8. Application test results with radioactive source.
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coincidence events from the event data that is sorted first with the
linear sorting algorithm. A measurement has been implemented,
the coincidence counts of 10.63 kcps is gained during the time
windowof 60 ns, the proportion of coincidence events is 14.5%. This
result is similar to the one got from the coincidence circuit with
AND-Gate architecture. The time window in the algorithm is flex-
ible and adjustable. Thus, the linear sorting algorithm based on the
information of timestamp can be utilized effectively for the pre-
liminary judgment of coincidence events online.

5. Conclusion

A real time sorting algorithm based on timestamp, described in
this paper, has been developed successfully. It is also tested and
verified together with the DAQU of the In-Beam PET under the
conditions of digital signal source and 22Na radioactive source. As
linear sorting modules are adopted in the algorithm architecture, a
number of tasks are implemented in parallel without the need of
complex analog and control units, and also several tasks can be
completed correctly in one process period. The algorithm exhibits
the excellent sorting performances, it can be operated at a high
count rate without wrong sorted events appeared. This algorithm
has been applied in DAQU of the In-Beam PET, an ideal, real time
and low-cost approach for discriminating the coincidence events
online has been provided. This linear sorting algorithm has the
features of good portability characteristics and less resource uti-
lized. It could be easy applied not only in the In-Beam PET, but also
in small animal PET and other data process circuit.
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